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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Due to the unprecedented popularity of social network services
(SNSs), such as Twitter and Facebook, means that a huge number
of user documents are created and shared constantly via SNSs.
Given the volume of user documents, browsing documents in a
selective manner based on personal interests is a time-consuming
and laborious task. Therefore, in the case of Twitter, trend
keyword lists are provided for the user’s convenience. However, it
is still not easy to determine the details based on a few simple
keywords. The keywords usually relate to the hot issues at any
time so many documents will contain pertinent details, such as
news on the Internet. Thus, to provide detailed information about
an issue, it is necessary to identify relationships among them. In
this study, we developed a SNS-based issue detection and related
news summarization scheme. To evaluate the effectiveness of our
scheme, we implemented a prototype system and performed
various experiments. We present some of the results.

Recently, the world has witnessed many dramatic changes in term
of IT technology. In particular, the emergence of various social
network services (SNSs) such as Facebook and Twitter has been
rapid. Twitter is an online social networking and service, which
allows its users to write and share text messages known as
“tweets.” It has gained worldwide popularity, with more than 500
million active users (as of 2012) who generate over 340 million
tweets daily, and it handles in excess of 1.6 billion search queries
per day. Owing to this popularity, it has been described as “the
SMS of the Internet.” Unregistered users can read tweets, but
registered users can post tweets via the website interface or via a
range of apps for mobile devices [1]. In Twitter, a user can
acquire trend keywords for a particular location via the trends
delivery service. This service provides a list of the top ten trend
keywords based on an analysis of recently posted tweets.
However, using the keyword list alone, it is not easy to grasp the
details or subjects indicated by the keywords. Moreover, a
keyword could be related to multiple subjects or issues and users
might not know the issues that have been mentioned in tweets at
the time. For example, two hot issues related to a recent trend
keyword, “USA,” were “Obamacare” and “sending troops to
Syria.” However, based on this keyword, it is almost impossible
for users to understand why it became a keyword or to identify the
related issues. Thus, to provide detailed information about
trending keywords, we propose a SNS-based issue detection and
related news summarization scheme. In this scheme, we extract
trend keywords from the Twitter data stream and collect tweets
containing these keywords. Next, we extract trending issues from
these tweets. In this case, the issues for a trend keyword represent
subjects that are closed related to the keyword. For each issue, we
produce a summary of related tweets and select the single most
representative tweet. Finally, for each issue, we collect related
news from the Google site and summarize them. To evaluate the
effectiveness of our scheme, we implemented a prototype system
and performed various experiments. We present some of the
results.
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The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we discuss the background of this study and some related work. In

Section 3, we provide a detailed description of our scheme for
detecting issues and summarizing related news. Section 4 presents
our experimental results. Our brief conclusions are given in
Section 5.

2. RELATED WORKS
Trend detection needs to be performed accurately and effectively
to develop trend-based applications or services. A typical service
could be a trending news summary service, which provides a
summarized version of specific issue-related news.

2.1 SNS Trend Analysis
SNS messages have different characteristics compared with
traditional documents, such as books or essays. For example,
typical SNS messages such as tweets are usually short but the
total volume of messages generated in real-time is enormous.
Thus, trend keyword detection should be applied to use SNS
messages in an effective manner. Many previous studies have
addressed trend detection.
Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [2], a generative probabilistic
model of collections of discrete data such as text corpora, has
been shown to deliver good performance during general text
mining. Many studies have used LDA to handle documents.
Yokomoto et al. applied an LDA-based document model to the
task of labeling blog posts with the Wikipedia entries they
collected [3]. Their LDA parameters depended on the distribution
of keywords among all of the search results for blog posts.
Ramage et al. presented a scalable implementation of a partially
supervised learning model, which mapped the content of Twitter
feeds into dimensions [4]. They characterized users and tweets
using this model, and presented their results from two information
consumption-oriented tasks. Several studies have also treated SNS
message as streaming data. Allan et al. proposed an online news
event detection and tracking method [5], and Yang et al.
investigated the use and extension of text retrieval and clustering
techniques for event detection [6].
Recently, several methods have been proposed for analyzing
trends in real time. Mathioudakis et al. proposed TwitterMonitor
for detecting trends in Twitter streams [7]. TwitterMonitor
identifies emerging topics on Twitter in real time and then
provides meaningful analytics to facilitate the accurate description
of each topic. This method discovers topic trends by detecting
bursty single tags. However, it is difficult to obtain information
about various events using only single tags. Thus, Alvanaki et al.
presented the enBlogue system, which is an approach that
automatically detects emergent topics based on shifts in tag
correlations as they arise dynamically [8][9]. Other studies have
addressed the effective detection of trends. Kumaran et al.
proposed a text classification method for detecting new events
[10]. To improve the detection performance, they used text
classification techniques and named entities, a single pass
clustering algorithm, and a threshold model, which incorporated
the properties of events as a major component. Sayyadi et al. built
a network of keywords based on their co-occurrence in documents
[11] and they proposed a new event detection algorithm, which
creates a keyword graph and uses community detection methods
to discover and describe events.
However, these methods usually require considerable amounts of
time for trend analysis, which means that they cannot be used as
real-time applications. Another problem is that the result is simply
a list of keywords. Thus, it is very difficult for the user to know
why the keywords have become an issue or what the hot issues are.

2.2 News Analysis
News analysis is an essential component of the field of news
recommendation or news summaries, and many studies have been
conducted in this area. For example, Liu et al. proposed a hybrid
system based on a user’s Web history to provide personalized
news recommendations [12]. They conducted a large-scale
analysis of anonymous user click logs and predicted the current
news interests of users with a Bayesian framework for log
analysis. They also combined a content-based recommendation
mechanism that employed user profiles with collaborative
filtering to generate personalized news recommendation. Francisci
et al. proposed a Web-based personalized news recommendation
system [13], which used the learning-to-rank approach and
support vector machines to rank news interests using Twitter logs
and to generate user profiles. Their system could also predict the
degree of interest of news based on the profiles generated and the
social neighborhood of users. Phelan et al. developed a social
news service called Buzzer, which ranked personal RSS
subscriptions based on Twitter conversations [14] by using a
content-based approach to mine trending terms from the Twitter
timeline and friend subscriptions. Barzilay et al. proposed a
sentence fusion method for summarizing news in multiple
documents [15]. They used a novel text-to-text generation
technique, which involved bottom-up local multi-sequence
alignment to identify phrases that convey similar information and
statistical generation to combine common phrases into a sentence
to synthesize common information across documents. Huang et al.
proposed a method for summarizing news article by highlighting
the commonalities and differences in comparable topics [16].
They focused on the topic-related concept and calculated the
weight of evidence in the summary of a cross-topic article to
formalize the summarization task as an optimization problem.
Gong et al. applied two generic text summarization methods, i.e.,
the standard IR method and latent semantic analysis, to rank the
sentence relevance and to generate a summary [17], where both
methods selected sentences that were highly ranked and different
from each other to create a summary with a wider coverage of the
document’s main content and less redundancy.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of our proposed system.
The system has four major components: trend analyzer, issue
detector, issue summarizer, and news summarizer. The trend
analyzer extracts trend keywords and semantically related
keywords. The issue detector collects trend-related tweets and
extracts issues based on the co-occurrence of candidate nouns.
Next, the issue summarizer collects candidate words for issue
summarization and selects the most representative tweet. Finally,
the news summarizer finds issue-related news articles and extracts
their core sentences for news summarization.

3.1 Trend Analyzer
In our previous study [18][19], we developed a trend analyzer to
detect trend keywords in near real-time using the characteristics of
twitter stream data. First, we select candidate keywords from
tweets by performing simple syntactic feature–based filtering to
select proper nouns based on the fact that most trend keywords
either start with a capital letter or are enclosed by a pair of
quotation marks. Each trend keyword corresponds to a proper
noun and represents a unique entity, which is distinct from a
common noun. Next, we merge various keyword variants using
several heuristics to handle common input events such as
acronyms and typos. The trend analyzer also finds related
keyword groups based on the assumption that, if two or more
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from
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News Summarizer
Summary of
issue and news

Select representative
sentences
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sentences of news

Search related
news article

Generate issue
summary word list
Search summary word
containing tweet
Find most
representative tweet

Figure 1. System architecture
keywords appear in the same tweet, then those keywords are
probably related to each other. This can be checked easily by
generating the tweet ID. Finally, we also expand the trend-related
keywords semantically by referring to portal sites such as
Wikipedia and Google.

3.2 Issue Detector
This component extracts the trend-related tweets from the tweets
collected by the trend analyzer. These tweets are used during issue
detection and issue summarization. There are two types of tweets
among the trend-related tweets: all the tweets that contain trend
keywords and all the tweets that contain variations of the trend
keywords.
After collecting the trend-related tweets, the issue detector groups
candidate nouns based on their co-occurrence rate in the extracted
tweets. We consider each of these groups as an issue. Informally,
an issue is a unique, trending subject, which is mentioned
frequently by Twitter users. However, a keyword might appear in
multiple distinct issues.
An issue can be found using the extracted, trend-related tweets.
First, we extract candidate nouns from these tweets. To determine
whether a word is noun, we used “Merriam-Webster's
Collegiate® Dictionary with Audio,” which is provided by
Merriam-Webster Developer Center [20]. For example, for the
trend keyword “Liam,” we extracted its candidate nouns from the
tweets between 8:00 AM to 9:00 AM on 13/08/28. Figure 2 shows
the results. By chance, this was Liam Payne’s birthday and most
of the tweets contained congratulations on his birthday. Therefore,
there were many birthday-related nouns among the tweets, such as
“party” and “teenager.”

During candidate word extraction, we do not consider verbs,
because verbs are usually common in tweets related to different
topics. For example, “Senator Ted Cruz votes no for Obamacare”
and “Senators vote for sending troops to Syria” are different
topics but they are related to the same trend keyword, “Senator.”
If we used the co-occurrence of candidate words for grouping,
two different topics could be merged as one issue because they
both have a word “vote” in the tweets. This type of problem may
occur frequently for commonly used verbs, such as “love,” “like,”
and “visit.” Therefore, we decided to consider nouns only during
issue detection.
After extracting the candidate nouns, we group them based on the
co-occurrence rate of the candidate nouns in the extracted tweets.
This is based on our assumption that, if nouns appear in the same
tweet several times, those nouns are likely to describe the same
topic. There are many diverse issues, so it is not beneficial to fix
the co-occurrence rate. Fixing the rate would result in the
grouping of candidate nouns related to different issues in one
issue or separating tweets related to the same issue into different
issues. Therefore, we adaptively adjust the threshold of the cooccurrence rates for grouping candidate nouns, as follows. First,
we start grouping the candidate nouns with a co-occurrence rate of
10% and increase the rate by 10% until it reaches 100%. If a
candidate noun and a noun in the group appear in the same tweet
above a certain rate, the candidate noun is considered to be in the
same group or issue. We repeat this procedure until all of the
candidate nouns are grouped. Eventually, this produces a set of
different groups, according to the co-occurrence threshold. For the
set of groupings, we determine the best grouping based on the
relationship score of each co-occurrence rate’s threshold. The
relationship score R is calculated using the following equation
below.
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In this equation, n indicates a candidate noun and N represents all
of the nouns in a specific group. In addition, T indicates the
extracted trend-related tweets. Thus, ܿ݊ݐሺܹ ǡ ܶሻ indicates the
number of tweets that contain all the candidate nouns in the k-th
group and σ ܿ݊ݐሺሺ݊ ܰ א ǡ ܶሻ  תሺ݊ ܰ ב ǡ ܶሻሻ indicates the number
of tweets that contain both the candidate noun in the k-th group
and the candidate nouns of different groups. We select the
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tthreshold with tthe highest relaationship score and use the grooup as
aan issue.

33.3 Issue S
Summarizer
T
The issue summ
marizer construucts a list of suummary words and a
rrepresentative ttweet for each iissue, which weere determined in the
pprevious step. The provisionn of a summary words listt was
iintroduced in oour previous stuudy [21], wheree we used nounns for
iissue detectionn only. Howevver, we also coonsider verbs to be
ccandidate wordds, because it is very difficuult to understannd the
ssubject of an isssue simply by using a list of nouns. To determine
w
whether a worrd in a tweet was a verb, we used the same
ddictionary that we used for nouns. Next, w
we extract verrbs as
aadditional canddidate keywordds based on this determinationn. For
eeach issue, wee construct a ssummary wordd list by addinng the
eextracted verbss to the word list related to thee issue. If a verrb coooccurs in multiiple issues, the issue where thhe verb appears most
ffrequently is seelected. These ssummary word lists are much more
eeffective for unnderstanding thhe issues in tw
weets comparedd with
ttraditional word lists of nounns. Figure 3 shhows summary word
llists for three isssues. In the figuure, each groupp or issue is dispplayed
iin a different ccolor, in some ccases with verbbs. This figure shows
s
tthat the issuess are displayedd more clearly compared witth the
pprevious exampple.

thee extracted tweeets,  ݎݐindicates the number of times the messaage
hass been re-tweetted, and ܫ௪ inddicates the weiight scaled by the
frequency of the ccandidate word ݓ in the issue.. Thus, ܿ݊ݐሺݓ ǡ ݐ ሻ
mber of summarry words that apppear in the tw
weet
inddicates the num
ݐ and ݂ݍ݁ݎሺݐ ǡ ܶ
ܶሻ indicates how
w many times thhe tweet ݐ appeears
in the extracted tw
weets. The tweet with the highhest Rt is seleccted
as the representattive tweet. If sseveral tweets hhave the same Rt
vallue, the most reccent tweet is selected as the reppresentative tweeet.
Figgure 4 shows tthe representatiive tweets selected for the thhree
issuues shown in Figure
F
3. In conntrast to the issue summary word
listt where some human
h
reasoninng is required too infer the subjeect,
useers can understand the subjectt more clearly ssimply by readding
thee representative tweet. Howeveer, there is a hiigh likelihood tthat
thee representative tweet does not cover all of thee keywords for the
issuue. Thus, we prrovide two form
ms of issue summ
mary.

3.44 News Su
ummarizer
At this point, wee have calculatted a summaryy word list andd a
weet for each identified issuee. Based on this
t
reppresentative tw
infformation, we ccan retrieve moore detailed infformation, suchh as
new
ws articles on tthe Internet. Thhe news summ
marizer extracts the
corre parts of new
ws article, whichh are consideredd to be the clossest
to the issue. Firstt, we search foor issue-relatedd news on Gooogle
word list and we
w select the most
m
Neews [22] using the summary w
reccent. We are now
w ready for thee last step, whichh is the generattion
of the news articlee summary.
Forr simplicity, we
w summarize a news article using up to thhree
connsecutive sentennces from the article.
a
Thus, ann article summ
mary
couuld be a single sentence in thee article. If this is insufficient, we
couuld use two or tthree consecutivve sentences as its summary. T
This
meeans that there could be manyy possibilities, depending on the
num
mber of sentennces in the articcle. To determinne all of the vaalid
sum
mmary candidaates, we divide the article intoo segments, whhere
all of the sentencees in each segmeent contain anyy summary wordd or
mply consider tthe former typee of
no summary wordd. Next, we sim
seggments. To select the best summary amoong the candiddate
sum
mmaries, we neeed a metric to eevaluate each caandidate summaary.

IIn addition to the summary word list, the most represenntative
ttweet is selectedd among the exxtracted tweets aas a supplementt. This
ttweet will help people to undeerstand the subjject of an issue more
cclearly. The moost representatiive tweet of ann issue is selectted by
tthe score Rt, whhich is calculateed using the folllowing equationn:
  ൌ  
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weet in
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Table 1. Issue summary result
Issue Summary

Trend
Keywords
by rank

MARIANO
RIVERA

Issues

Issue Summary
Word List

Representative
Tweet

Trend
Keywords
by rank

home,
Yankee,
career

Home, Yankee,
Career

‘Mariano Rivera
at home during
Yankee career’

CHRIS
PEREZ

Derek Jetter ,
Pettitte, game

Derek Jetter, take ,
Pettitte, game,
come, goodbye

‘Jeter and Pettitte
come to mound to
take Mariano...’

legend,
player,
baseball

legend, player,
baseball pick, hate

‘I hate Yankee,
but I would pick
Mariano … ’

Ted Cruz,
Texas,
Tea Party

Obamacare, Ted
Cruz, stand,
defund

Hillary
Clinton,
health
spending,
money,
family

OBAMA
CARE

Issue Summary

Issues

Issue Summary
Word List

Representative
Tweet

Indians,
mound, closer

Indians, ruin,
mound, leave,
closer

‘Chris Perez is out
to ruin the Indians.
No one can …’

Rolling
Stone, Robin
Thicke

Rolling Stone,
grab, RobinThicke

‘Miley Cyrus
grabs Robin
Thicke at …’

video, song,
ratchet, artist

video, song, laugh,
ratchet, artist, hate

‘Just laughed at
Miley Cyrus 23
video but …’

ěTexas senator
Ted Cruz stand
against …’

figure,
goodness

hot, figure,
goodness, feel

ěIn some pictures
Miley Cyrus looks
like a …’

Hillary Clinton,
Defend, worry,
respect, health

‘Hillary Clinton
defends
Obamacare …’

Twitter,
Jimmy
Kimmel

Twitter, blast,
Jimmy Kimmel,
mad

‘Kanye West
Blasts Jimmy
Kimmel …’

spending, boost,
money, family

‘Obamacare will
boost national
health spend…’

person, job,
interview,
period

person, job,
interview, care,
period

‘Kanye west, the
perfect person for
job interview…’

This metric, which we call a news summary score, is obtained
using the following equation:
 ൌ  σሺܿ݊ݐሺݓ ǡ ܵ ሻ ܫ כ௪ ሻ െ ܧሺܵ ሻ
where ܵ indicates a candidate summary, ܿ݊ݐሺݓ ǡ ܵ ሻ indicates the
number of summary words in the candidate summary, and ܧሺܵ ሻ
indicates the average number of summary words in the summary
candidate ܵ , which depends on the candidate summary size. We
determine the candidate summary with the highest Rs as the
summary of the news article. Based on the summary, the user can
easily obtain further information related to the corresponding
issue from a professional journalist. Figure 5 shows an example of
a news summary extracted from a news article.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme, we
implemented a prototype system and conducted various
experiments. All of the tweets used in the experiment were
collected using Twitter Streaming API.

MILEY
CYRUS

KAYNE
WEST

In the first experiment, we performed issue detection and
summarization for 494,203 tweets between 11:00 AM and 12:00
AM on 2013/09/27. We extracted five trend keywords from the
tweets, detected their issues, and generated their summaries, as
shown in Table 1. The results show that the issues detected were
closely related to the trend keywords and the summaries represent
the subjects of the issues extensively and effectively.
In the second experiment, we performed news article
summarization based on the results in Table 1. For each issue, we
retrieved the most recent news article from Google News and
identified the core part of the news article. Table 2 shows the
results. In the table, most of the news summaries are reasonable
and acceptable. However, in the case of “KANYE WEST,” the
news summary had low relevance to the issue. This is because
there were few news articles about “KAYNE WEST,” although
the phrase appeared frequently on Twitter. Thus, users may be
provided with partially related news content.
In the third experiment, we measured the accuracy of our issue
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Table 2. News summarization
Trend
Keywords
by rank

MARIANO
RIVERA

OBAMA
CARE

News Summary

News Summary

News Summarization

Trend
Keywords
by rank

Issue Summary
Word List

News Summarization

Home, Yankee,
Career

And Rivera jogged onto the field
for the last Yankee Stadium
appearance of his career

CHRIS
PEREZ

Indians, ruin,
mound, leave,
closer

After Indians closer Chris Perez
blew a one-run save opportunity by
giving up solo home run

Derek Jetter,
come , Pettitte,
game, goodbye

Derek Jeter and Andy Pettitte took
the ball from Mariano Rivera in his
final appearance at Yankee Stad.

Rolling Stone,
grab, Robin
Thicke

The “Wrecking Ball” singer grab
Robin Thicke’s ass during her MTV
VMA performance.

legend, player,
baseball pick, hate

From A Humble Start, Mariano
Rivera Closes As A Baseball
Legend Player

video, song,
laugh, ratchet,
artist, hate

Miley Cyrus is sure to kick up even
more attention with the launch of
her anticipated music video

Obamacare, Ted
Cruz, stand,
defund

Cruz began speaking out against
Obamacare at 2.40pm on Tuesday
and vowed to keep going

hot, figure,
goodness, feel

Miley Cyrus Called A "Strategic
Hot Mess" By Miley Cyrus!

Hillary Clinton defends Obamacare,
slams defunding efforts

Twitter, blast,
Jimmy Kimmel,
mad

Kanye West deletes Twitter rant,
insults hurled at Jimmy Kimmel
after radio interview spoof

person, job,
interview, care,
period

The Perfect way to quit your job:
film yourself dancing to Kanye
West's "Gone"

Issue Summary
Word List

Hillary Clinton,
Defend, worry,
respect, health
speding, boost,
money, family

President Obama likes to stress that
health care spending has fallen in
recent years in part to Obamacare

MILEY
CYRUS

KAYNE
WEST

detection scheme in terms of the precision, recall, and F-measure.
Figure 6 shows the issues detected from 4,256,734 tweets during
2013/8/25 to 2013/08/29 and 2013/09/23 to 2013/09/27 using
fixed and adaptive thresholds. The graph shows that the Fmeasures were all below 80% when using fixed thresholds.
However, with adaptive thresholds, the precision was 78.4%, the
recall was 81.6%, and the F-measure was 80.0%. Therefore, the
adaptive threshold method provided much better results in all
cases.
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